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MACHINE SHOP WORK

ACCREDITION NO. ::555

LENGTH OF COURSE: 36 WE17KS

TIME BLOCK: 3 HOURS DAILY

COURSE DESCRIFTIC !!

Intermediate course studo will qualify

in the following:

A Precision Toolo

Manua/ Operations

C Equipment

D Mathematics

E Milling Machine Operations

F Broaching

G Metallurgy



T.P.O.'S MACHINE SHOT'

EN TETI'S: D IATE

9555

14.0 Shaper

15.O Horizontal Milling Machi.

16.0 Vertical Milling Machine

17.0 Maintenance

18.0 Forge

19.0 Heat T-- a_ ing

20.0 Welding (oNyacet.

21.0 Shop Management
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MRS E: CHINE S!=i13F WO ,IJADTATE

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE
OWNCTITE

Upon completion of a serIes of iPc7_,-
student must earn 70;L proficienc7 in nonfat!, the parts of the shaper and

their functions.

° 7.3

demonstrations 0.0_ of the

ate Performance Ob

Student will demonstrate 70% proficiency
squaring a rectangular block.

Student will demonstrate 70% proficiency ii
shaping a tongue and groove.

Student will demonstrate 70% proficiency
in shaping slots and keyways.

attached

iven a Shaper and a piece of material
-tudent will demonstrate 70% proficien-
cy in squaring a recta_ ar block.

en a shaper and a piece of metal,
student will demonstrate 7070 proficien
cy in shaping a tongue and groove.

Given a shaper and a piece of metal,
student wil/ demonstrate 705 proficien
cy in shaping dovetail.



Terminal Performance Objective

Interim Performance
Objective ILL_

Learn ag Steps

14.14 Identify the tools needed in

squaring a rectaTdar block.

l4 L 7 Identify the safety precautions

to be followed before stirtiq

the rain.

14.1.3 ain the functions of the

shaper tool head,

14.144 Explain the function of the tabl

14.1.5 lain the length of the s roke

speed of stroke4

144241 Identify the cutting tools ne

in shaping a tongue and groove,

14.3.l Name the type of cuttig tools

needed for shaping keyways.

14.4.1 Identify procodures to be

followed when altting a dovetail.

14.4,2 Identify holddowns used all

shaper work,

No. Criterion Performance

Evaluatipn (Res °use)

List the tools needed in swring

rectangular block

1441.Z List safety precautions to be fol-

lowed before starting the ram,

4

4t1#5

4.2.2

Identify the functions of the

Shaper tool head,

1101,1

Method Media SelectIon

Lecture, Texts Demonstration

4.1,2 Lecture, Textt Ueonstration

_4.1,3

lain the functions of the table.14.1.4

Outline LO association bctwem

length of the strbke and speed of

the stroke,

1st the cutting tools neeed in

shaping a tongue and groove.

.1 List the type of cutting tool

needed for shaping kepays,

4,2

14:4

List procedures to be followel

when cuttiw a dovetail,

list hold down used in all shaper

work,

4.1.

I 2 1

4.3,1

4.4,1

4.4.2

Lecture, Text

Lecture, :ext

Dar,onstration

Lecture, Text

Lecture, Text

lecture, Text, Demonstration

Lecture, Tex, Demon ation
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GOURSE

TIRMIt=1 OZJYT=0*0.0,410

O3AZYM:.,71_71f3,,,

After a series of letu,~ns
machine students ablo

functions, and norfo=2 70': of

ILermediaLo
_ f

Student will demonstrate 70:!,
in sauaring the sides of a rectangule

Students will demonstrate 70,7; oroficAen,:y
in squarinz the ends of a work -e,7-liece.

Students will demonstrate 70% i_roficione:-

T in cutting a keyway of similar groove.

0 1

%C3
-!:01-abls: of doini"

!..!;surea

4

; fest att3cor:C0

Civen 3 horizontal= milling w[ohine
n_nd a roctangulnr block, students
will demonstrate.; 7(1] proficiency in
squaring the sides.

,:;iven a horizontal milling machine
and a rectac'E:tdar block, students
will dettanstrate 70:4 proficiency in

5

-squarib;': the ends.

Given a herizontal milling, machine
and a 111 round shaft, students will

idemonstrate 70% proficiency in
cuttinE: a keyway.



Tarninal Per,fo:::ance [,YDjectiva

Interit Peror:7-4aLce ObjwAve

1 l. Studems will identify the

needed to square the aides of a

rectangular block.

a) What :411 be the speed of

arbon?

b) What will be the feed of the

15#1,2 Students will identify the tools

needed to square the ends of a

rectangular block.

a) What will be the 16,1 of

the arboi-17

) Aat wlll e th fe

table?

1.5.1 3 Students wili identV7 the 15.1.,

needed to .cut a kepay.

a) What will the speed of the

arbor be?

b) What will be the feaJ of

the table,

Criterion Perfornnee

Evaluation (Res- onse

Students will list the tools

needed to square'the sides of a

rectangular block,

a)" Students will demonstr_le

the propel speed of the arbca.

b) Students wdl demonstrate the

feed of the table.

_

Students will list the tools need-

ed to square the ends of a rec-

tangular block,

a) Studentp. will demonstrate tne

speed of the arbon,

1)
Alat will be the feed of the

tablc?

14 4 f j4 C', , ,1 - 0 .1
10 ,AU -

-5.1.1 Lectures, demoutrations, text.

Lectur a Text, demonstrations

Students 411 list the tals Lectures, demonstration,

ed to cut a keyway or similar

groove.

a) Students will demonstrate

the spead of the arbon.

b) Students will denonstrate the

feed of the table.

It 2



HORIZONTAL NILLflG MACH'

Name the two most versatile machines in the metal working indusltry.

ENplain the usu of the T slots in the milling machine table.

What type of work requires the use of -him- and wedges?

4. Name five .yiDes of vises used in milling machine practic and explain

their differences.

5. .rve the uses of milling machine fixtures.

6. What method is used to locate the job in a f_

7* Why is it necessary to clean the before each loading.

S. :!hy ms the milling machine vie used more often than aRy other milli

attachments?

9. Give three factors contributing to the misaUment of the milling

machine vise on the table.

10. Explain the method of 1'ing the rise jaw parallel with the cut u5ing

the dial indicator.

11. Explain the method of squar g tnL vise jaw at right angles to the cut

using the dial indicator.

12. To what degree of accuracy can the milling machine vise be ali e

13. State two other methods of aligning the vise.

14, Explain how the vise can be used as a fixture on jobs of irregular shaces.

15. Give three hazards endangering the rafcty of the operator.

160 How should the machinist care

setups.

17. Explain the cutting action of a ru illing mac :ne cutter.

(Dols when making milli machines

13



-,HORIZONTAL MILLDIG MACHINE GON4T.

160 Min would iL u most praci,lcal to uc a c-

9. State reanono for u ing cutting flul

What ts the correct method of securiri an end ril1 in the machine

.13indle?

21. Explain what is meant by speed and feed?

22. When is it practical to use the positive stop?

23. Name tne three operations other than milling for which the milling

machine can be u-ed.

What type of milling cutter is used tc mlll koywayn.

1 4



ACCIXEDIZATICU Diakii 5,55 5

CHThE HOP WORK IN

TERMiNAL immcms
oramorms NO.1 6.0 V1TICAL MILLING MACHINE

The learner will identify of the parts of th,- vertical milling rachine,

name their functions and will perform given task5_; on 1:ois macnine at
7

efficiency.

Intermedia

Student will demonstrate 70% proficiency in
the use of a Woodruff Key Cutter.

Student will demonstrate 7 proficiency in

cutting a with the end mill.

Student will demonstrate 7 proficiency in
cutting a keyway using the slotting attach
ment.

Given a vertical milling machine and
round piece of stock, student will de
demonstrate 70% proficiency in cutting

3 half moon keyway with a i" x 1" Wood
ruff Key Cutter.

6 Given a vertical milling machine and a
piece of round stock 12" long, student
will demonstrate 70% proficiency in
cutting a keyway thn length of piece
using a 3 8" end ad__

16.3 Student, given a vertical milling ma
chine and a flat block of steel with
one inch hole in it, will demonstrate
70% efficiency in cutting an inside
keyway using the slotting attachment.
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MILMG EACHIE TEST

1. What ic; a ailling machine?

2. How does it differ from a lathe?

3. Differentiate between factory production 1Ung and tool room milling.

4. 'Jame 5 important thing a milling machine operAtor MILt know in order to operate the

machine intelligently.

.5.. Naze 2 types of milling mac

6 How do they differ?

7. Name and explain 3 different table feeds.

8. Why should the spindle hole be clean?

9. Why sh uld it be wiped dry?

10. What f,7 the function of the trip dogs?

11. What is Ule function of the table stops?

12. What is the normal direction of the spindle? Why?

13. How is the reverse direction of a spindle obtained?

14. Is there a cower table feed?

15. Is there a power cross feed?

16. Give the name and function of attachments for vertical mi_

17. What' kind of job can be done on the vertical mill?

18. Can the same job be done on the horizontal mill?

19. IS the feed independent of the spindle speed?



VERTICAL =LIES MCI-1TUE TEST

20, How many spindle speeds are on this machine?

-



IACHINE SHOP WORK WIEPUNIEDIAn'

MAENTENAN E

Upon completion of a series of lectures and demonstrations on the
tenance of machines the students will answer 70% of the written te
Students will demonstrate their ability in performance of the maintenance
of the machines with 80% accuracy.

ain

Student _will perform maintenance on machine
with 90% efficiency before starting machin-
for the tasks at hand.

If assigned to rnachine,student will
check machine for safety.
a) Is chuck securely fastened to

spindle?
Are electrical connections pro
perly insulated?
Are the vises and arbors locked
in position?
Is there an excess of oil and
chips on the floor?

7. Student will oil and grease machine
as per lubrication charts.

17.3 Student will make certain all tools
and accessaries neccessary for the
safe operation of machine are hand-
and in good working order.



ADCREDITATIC 1r'

MU?'

9555

'TE SHOP WORK IN

TEM= OW; n!..rtrr_
OBJATM74 18.°

4

Upor completing a series of lec ures and demonstrations on the forge, SO%
of the students will answer 701; of the questions on a written test.

RGE

L
Test attached

Student will demons rate 70% accuracy on 4 8J. Given a piece of metal, student will
!demonstrate the 4 following forge

1

operations:
1) Drawing or Drawing out
2) Sprea
3) Upsetting
4) Welding

forging operations

2 0



FORGE

1 What do you understand by steel flowing under the hammer?

2. Which i- hotter, cherry or yellow? About how many degrees?

3. Explain how work is drawn to a square cross section.

4. Explain how work is drawn to a round cross section.

5. Explain the method of drawing equal opposite shoulders on the

end of a bar.

6. What type of tongs are used to hold a short piece in upsetting.

7. What is meant by the mean circumference of a forged ing?

S. Why does the smith need to know the approthnate mean circumference in

forging an eye?

9. Explain how the smith uses a chalk mark on the anvil to lay off on the

work the length to be bent.

10. After the work is bent a right angle, how do you proceed to forge

the eye?

110 What is the operation of scarfing?

12. What is the purpose of a flux in welding?

3. Why must the work be very hot in order to weld?

14. Why doss the smith work so fast in making a weld?

2 1



ACCRITT7ATTGA NUn2a 9555

71TIE: MACHINE SHOP WORK - INTERMEDIAM

TaminAL 0nT:C="11
0111XTIvE 0 HEAT TREA

After a series of lectures and demonstrations on heat treating(annealing
quenching, hardening, tempering, normalizing, case hardening, normalizing)
80% of the student3 will demonstrate their ability to perform heat treating
poerations with 7 accuracy.

Performance Ob Criterion Hebt

19.01 Test attached

Students will demonstrate 7 proficiency
in the following heat treating operations.
a) hardening
b) annealing
c) quenc
d) tempering
e) normalizing

2 2

19.11 Given a hardenang furnace and a piece
of metal students wIll demonstrate 70%
proficiency in the following operations,
a hardening
b) annealing
c qucncbii

tempering
normalizing



ACCREDITA Aafa 9555

OF WORK LATE

TERMINAL OBJECTIva
own= ix-1. 20.0 VELDITIO

_

I,--). Given a oNyacet. welder 3O, of the stu-
dents will safely operate the welder Lc a
7(Y2 efficiency as determined by welding
,tandards.

Criterion

What is the 3 advantages of the
oNyacet. welder?

2) 'vihat is the 3 advantages of the
electric welder?
By which welding process is the
most desirable cutting done? Why?
How do you set a welding flame?

)

'S udents
and

)

)

4)

)

)

)

Given a are. welder 8CN, of t_
will operate the machine safcly to
efficiency as determined by a wolding
-tandard.

_dcnts

will set the welding flame
perform the following welds:
Bead without rod
Bead with rod
Butt weld
Cormer weld
Knp wead
Neld weld
Pipe veld

Save as above except with the arc.
welder.



WELDI

Whit are the 3 advantages 01 ala oxyace,welder?

What are the 3 advantages of an arc. welder?

3. By which welding procer.s can the most de i able cutting be done?

4. How do you set a welding flame?

5. What are the 3 '1. es?

6. E lain the use of each flame.

7. What is the difference between a arc welding lense and a oxyacet .

welding lense?

8. What is meant by tack?

9. What is meant by fusion?

10. _What is meant by penetration?

11. What is the heat range on the 3/32" 5 3 ' arc rod?

12. What light rays cause eye damage from arc welding?

13. Name the equioment needed for arc welding.

14. Name the equipme_ needed fcr oxyacet,weld1ng.

15. Name the 4 bases welL:

16. Hew do you reduce the bottle pressure to working pr _.sure?

17. what are the desired working press s? oxy? acet?

18. What are rod coating or flux?

19. What is sl

20. What is meant by pas

2 4



WELDING TEST CON'T.

What will arc ray do to your skin?

Who is responsible to see that others not burned? How (_:an he protect

others?

230 How do you lubrica_e oxyacet wolL ng equipmen

24. What are the parts of a ld?

25. What is the first aid for a burn?
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C-INE SHOP WORK - INTERMEDIATE

HOP AGarEjT

The student will with 80% proficiency draw an organization cha
initial Stock and tool order and set up typical inventory card
chine shop.

enter an
r a ma-

1.2

The student will With proficiency drav 21.1 Draw an organization chart and lay out

an organization chart and layout of mactw1 of a machine shop.

ary for a fully equipped machine shop.

The student will with 8 proficiency make j21
up an initial accessory machine tools and
stock for a machine shop.

The student will with 8 pro iciency set
up a perpetual inventory card system for
a machine shop.

IMake Up an initial tool parts order

for a fully equipped machine shop.

Set up a perpetual inventory card sy-
stem for restod-ing a machine shop.


